
THE CONGO
ONTHEROAD
TO SOCIALISM

by Sol DubuJa

To aasert that our continent is not outside hislory would not
attract special notice but for the variety of theories we come
acrOll which, in effecl, treal it as if il were. The class struggle
is said either to be absent altogether or 10 be overshadowed
and made irrelevant by different manifestations of the so
e.lIed "African personalily". In some areas semi·feudal
traditions; in others, the anachronism of trihal relationships;
in yet others. religion, have become the inspiration for the
IllIOlest collection of doctrinal abominations which pass
under names such as African $ocialism, Arab socialism, Muslim
socialism and so on,
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But the young Congolese Party of Labour believes passion
ately that Africa's peoples are subject to the same general laws
of social development as all other peoples. For them there is
only one valid ideological instrument· scientific socialism whose
foundations were laid by Marx and Engels. They believe that in
Africa, as elsewhere, the struggle for a higher social order will be
fought out between contending economic classes and that the
primary question at every given stage is: which class holds
power? Without rejecting alliances, the:y believe that those
which, in practice, exclude the existing or emerging expressions
of the working people, do not advance the cause of socialism.
And, in order to ensure that in the Congo the working people
will become the dom,inant force, the CPL is attempting to
mould itself as a workers· revolutionary vanguard party guided
by Marxism-Leninism.

,This is not to ,say that the CPL believes that the ways in
Africa towards a society free of exploitation of man by man
have nothing to do with a country's>speciflc economic, cultural
and social heritage. Marien N'Gouabi, chairman of the Central
Committee of the CPL and president of the People's Republic
of the Congo, stressed the connection between the universal and
the particular when he said:

"Marx's science is not a dogma, but an open book. Un
fortunately this correct thought is often used to negate Marx
and his sdence, to produce harmful and artificial construc
tions contrary to Marx's scientific theory. The African is the
s.ame as all other people, and the society in which he lives is
subject to the same universal laws. Our various peoples lived
and laboured in dissimilar conditions. Relying on the univer
sal laws, we must therefore study the concrete phenomena in
time and space, that is, apply the scientific approach. It is
just as unscientific to ignore the specific situation as it is to
negate science in general. That is why we, the peoples of
black Africa, can also. contribute to human knowledge,
enriching rather than negating science.
"We maintain that the future of the world, and of Africa, is
associated with socialism. As we see it, therefore, the option
today is not, in effect, between types of society but between
the way and means of building a socialist society. One can
speak of African ways to socialism, but certainly not of an
African socialism. Then socialism will retain its scientific
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character and at the same lime take account of the spedfic
conditions (that is, history, morality and customs, geog
raphy). This is no llovel discovery. It was Lenin who said that
all peoples will come to socialism - each in its own way and
in r1ifferent forms:' (My emphasis, S.D.)
As a ruling party the CPL faces many-sided complexities anoJ

dilemmas because the Congo (like every other country in
Africa) inherited a post·independence legacy of under-develop-
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ment. It is faced too with the reality that deJpite growing
public ownership the Congo's most important economic sectors
remain essentially capitalilt and are Itill dominated by imperial
ism. The economy at a whole is fntearated into the world capil
alist market and central planning is inevitably complicated by
this fundamental fact. Whilst the Congo haa a lmaD but politic
ally experienced and articulate working clul (30% of the
CORl0lese people live in the urban centres), the peaaaJltry lives
and works in primitive. tribal subsistence conditionl and its
political conaciouane. is relatively low.

In luch a ,situation it is crystal clear that the actual conltruc
tion of socialilm is not reuonably on the aaenda at an immedi
ate perspective. It is understandable why the CPt believes that
the COIllO is Itill faced with the tuk of completin. the Natlonol
Ihmocratlc People's revolution which only had iUltamn. point
when the French relinquished their direct political presence.
The fact that the rulin, party ill luided in itl actions by the
ideology or Macxilm-Leniniam does not make the country soc
ialiat.

But the CPL alao believes that advances in the ItruaIe
spinat n~lonialiam, for real independence and for the
completion of the National Democratic revolution, depend
upon which cl.. or combination of Classel holds political
power. At this'ltap (u much u at the Itqe of the construction
of locia:llam) a party representinJ; the workers and peuanta is a
necesait)' and has a role to play throuahout Africa. Experience
in Africa haa pro¥cd over and over apin that talk of alliances
and fronta between proletarian, sc"mi-proletarian, peuantry.
revolutionary IntelJiaentaia and 10 on, can only have real mean
in, if the working people are able to expreas thelllM!lves orpnis
ationaUy and politically. Where this ill not the cue, where inde
pendent working c1asI orpniaation is prohibited and trade un
ionl are appendages of the state bureaucracy. the ao-caUed
alliance becomC$ the instrument of domination by a new ex
ploitinl aroup over the msa of the workinl people.

There are, of course, Ipecial problems ficin, a party, luch u
the CPt which is in the aaddle of government in a Itllte which ill
not yet aocialilt. Some of these will be referred to in a later
article. The emergence of the CPt as the dominant political
force in the Conlo must be seen apinst the foUowinl historic
al background.
Before colonial rule established itself by an actual physical
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presence, the Congo was part of that West African complex
which provided one of the most fertile hunting grounds for
.llVes. The Kingdom of Bakongo was denuded by the Portu
Juese and Dutch slave expeditions and i't is estimated that in
the course of one century alone, approximately 150,000,000
lOuis were taken by force and transported to serve Wutem
development needs. After that, by the end of the 18th century,
direct colonial penetration followed. There was a long period of
iMroic resistance by the people which was eventually crushed by
the imbalance of weaponry and technology. In the early phase.
of this colonisation, imperialism's presence was exercised by a
combination of chartered companies, troops and the Catholic
church. The best land was stolen from the people who were
compelled to work it by a system of. forced and semi-forced
labour. Eventually (and partly as a result of excesses by the
multi-national private companies which ruled the Congo) the
French took over direct administrative cont"roJ.

The contemporary class structure in the Congo had it.
heginninp during the colonial period. An urbanised workiJl'
class and small rural proletariat was created. And, Ii in the re.t
of the African continent, privileged indigenous groups were
created which served imperialism s administrative machine.
Indeed, because Brazzaville became the main administrative
capital of the French West African empire, the administrative
,lite from the Congo was relatively .big and serviced and sup·
pctrted a larp slice of the colonial apparatus in the whole
,.gion. This so-called 'evolue" who, in the post-Second World
War period, were given relatively high political posts, bepn to
enrich themselves through political activity which in tum
opened the way for the growth of a small group of businessmen
and others who served imperialism in a comprador capacity.

Marien N'Gouabi summarises the class picture as follows:
". . . Colonialism created an urban and rural prolelariat
(through the policy of concessions) and at the same time
spawned privileged classes - the bourgeoisie and the petit
bourgeoisie (bureaucratic, comprador and parliamentary) 
connected with the old social strata aud classes. This connec
tion and re.emblance is, amongst other things, clear evidence
that pre-eolonial society, too, had a class essence. So, as we
see, Congolese society consists of classes, with some classes
exploiting others,. and the contradictions between them are
antagonistic. But unlike many other African countries the
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Congolese proletariat is conscious of being an exploited
class and is therefore highly active on the poliiical scene in
order to change this state of affairs."

In 1959 the French handed over power to the main repre.
sentative of these new privileged classes -- Abbot Youlou. Uke
his -middle class detribalised counterparts in other parts of the
continent, Youlou cultivated tribal sentiment in order to create
his political power bue. It wu through Abbot Youlou (and the
privileged IfOUPS which surrounded him) that French imperial·
ism continued to exercise its dominance, no longer by direct
presence but through collaboration with its local represen
tatives.

The period 1959-1963 witnessed a relatively speedy disen
chantment by the Congolese people with the kind of "inde
pendence" symbolised by Youlou. The class strugle lfeW in
intensity. It reached its climax on 13th-15th August, 1963.
when Africa experienced what was perhaps ill rust post-inde
pendence popular revolution. Defended by French army units
which had occupied Brazzaville, Youlou's overthrow was the
culmination of a mass upsurle led mainly by the organisations
of the working elaas.

The immediate cause of the upsurae was an attempt by
Youlou to dissolve opposition parties and to destroy the power
and independence of the trade union movement. The trade
unions and other mass organisations called for popular demon
strations of workers, unemployed and students (who were then
on vacation). The arrest of the trade union leaders on August
f3th led to a protest aenerai strike in Brazzaville, Point Noire
and Dolisie. The presidential palace wu stormed by the people,
the jailed Trade Union leaders were freed by mass force and the
Youlou administration was overthrown. The provisional govern
ment which came to power faced a multitude of manoeuvres
and intrilues by Imperialism and ill local representatives
designed to tum back and destroy the pins of the AUJUSt
Revolution. To meet this cbaUenae, the working class organisa
tions and other progressiye forces decided to set up a single
mass Party -- the National Revolutionary Movement - (NRM)
which held ill founding CORJfCSS in Brazzaville in 1964.

From the outset the NRM proclaimed itself in _favour of
scientific socialism. But there wu a clear pp between the
reality and the rhetoric. Within this newly formed organisation,
fundamental differences emeraed on issues such as which class
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holds power and the strategy for carrying forward the revolu
tion and developing the country. As in many other parts of
Africa, the bureaucratic bourgeoisie was set on transforming
the NRM into an amorphous mass movement which pretended
to accommodate all the social groups but which in reality
eliminated working class and trade union participation in
politics. The leader of the right-wing, Massemba-Dcbat, made
various attempts to 'eliminate the genuine progressive and
revolutionary elements within the NRM. In the face of this
allempt, the Congo experienced its second popular uprising in
July 1968. A mass upsurge organised by a combination of
progressive army men (President N'Gouabi was the most pro
minent), trade unions, youth, women's and other mass organisa
tions, toppled the government of Massemba-Debat,

The political reassessment which followed led to the estab
lishment in 1969 of the Congolese Party of Labour. The CPL
regards itself as a working class party guided by Marxism
Leninism and standing at the head of the Congo's fight against
imperialism and for the eventual establishment of a socialist
society. It proclaims its world outlook as materialist and rejects
all religious and otlier idealist world-outlooks as false. It recog
nises the existence both in the past and now of antagonistic
social classes in the Congo and aims to conduct the struggle
between these classes from the position of the working class.

More concretely the programme of the CPL sees the main
contradiction in the Congo as being between

"the revolutionary forces, including the working class which
though numerically small and ideologicaUy immature, is the
pillar of the revolution: its ally, the peasantry, comprising a
large but still unorganised group; and the still vacillating
intermediate strata (petit bourgeoisie, the youth and stu

dents) ... "

,,'
"the reactionary forces, including international, and particu
larly French, imperialism and its Congolese allies, the bureau
cratic and comprador bourgeoisie and the feudal clement."
The state is seen as an instrument of class dictatorship and

the CPL is dedicated to the destruction of the previous colonial
and neo-colonial structures and replacing these by a government
apparatus serving the mass of the people. The process of bring
ing about people's participation in government is being ad
vanced through the Popular Councils elected directly by the
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people. In the first elections in 1973, 68% of the electorate
voted. Steps have also been taken to reorpnise the various
instrumentl of force - the police, the army and the courts - to
serve the interests of the working people.

In the economic sphere the CPL aims to achitve eventual
pUblic ownemup of aU the means of production. Land is
constitutionally proclaimed to be the property of aU the people.
AU property that can ieI'Ve society is earmarked for eventual
nationalisation. Solidllrity with liberation movements and
co-operation with socialist countries is a vital point in the
CPL', foreip: polley.

But althouah the fundamental and conscious aim of the CPL
is -the abolition of all exploitation of man by man in·the CollJO,
it lees the achievement of this as a long and difficult process.
This: was not alwaY' appreciated by every section of the CPL
In it, early yean there were ,till I number within it, ranks who
advocated leftist and adventuriatic policies based on the argu-.
ment that once the party espoused Marxism-Leninism as a
auide to action the Congo wa, already a socialist country.
The abortive coup by these elementl in February 1972 under
scored the need for a lharper definition of the It. thro\llh
which the Conaoleac revolution wa, passing. A lpeclal congess
wu held in December 1972 and it accepted that the country
was Pilling throuah the stage· of National, Dcmocnltic and
People's revolution.
Marien N'Gouabi sayl of this important congrea:

"Now the confusion was resolved: revolution means one
class overthrowinJ; another and aaumina power, but it ateo
means that revolutionary change is a lona procell. In the
People'l Republic of the Conco we shall have to resolve the
main contradiction between the people and imperialism,
before we can advance to the next stage, socialism."

He goa on to 'tate that the I"Cvolution which is underway is
National because itl Coal is to erid French imperialiat domi
nation which still controls the national economy and therefore
"factUally controls also the political situation". It is National
too becaUle one of ita Coals at this ,tile is to crute the obje<:t·
ive and ,ubje<:tive conditions for the formation of a Conaolcse
nation and to rid the country of tribalilm and rqionalillm.
The revolution is Democntic becaUle it replaces minority rule
and because it dnlwi its IUPPOrt from the mUICI. It is a People"s
revolution because it is attempting to create the foundations
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for the next slage, the socialist revolution, and is preparing
1111 the prerequisites for this by mobilising the masses under
the banner of the proletariat and its vanguard the Congolese
Party of Labour.

"In other words, at the present stage of the national li
beration struggle, at the stage of national, democratic and
people's revolution, all o",r activities must rest on alliance
of the revolutionary classes and patriotic forces within a
united anti-imperialist front. Its purpose is to mobilise the
broad masses on the basis of their interests, and unite, under
the leadenhip of the working class party, the CPL, the
women, youth, peasants, small tradesmen and artisans, as
well as trade unions, religious groups and cultural assoc
iations...

This brief outline of the proclaimed aims of the CPL shows
not only that it is committed to marxist ideology in general
but also that an attempt is being made to find Marxist solutions
to the specific problems of the Congolese road to socialism.
The leaders of the CPL are the first to admit that there are no
easy solutions. Indeed one is impressed by the modesty of their
claims, their awareness that the road ahead is hard and complex
and a recognition that there are many problems which still have
to be resolved in the course of revolutionary prictice.

Perhaps one of the most complex questions facing Marxists
in newly independent stales which are still in the economic grip
of imperialism, is the relationship between the struggle against
foreign domination and the internal class struggle. On the one
hand there is the need to mobilise the broadest possible alliance
in the interests of achieving a true national independence. On
the other hand there is the obvious danger that in such an alli
ance the vital internal social struggles may be postponed or
relegated into the background with the result that a new inter
nal exploiting class becomes the beneficiary of the people's
sacrifices, The CPL is conscious that in the Congo the "struggle
lIainst imperialism, which is regarded as the principal enemy of
the Congolese people, must not overshadow the struggle against
the exploiter classes within the country", (Marien N'Gouabi)
An assessment of the way in which the CPL is in practice
attempting to achieve a balance between these two foundations
of its immediate policy, is beyond the scope of this article.
(All quotations from Marien N'Gouabi are from "Scientific
Socialism in Africa", Af,ican Agenda, June-July 1975.)
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